
KIMBERLY IN CHINESE WRITING

Your name in English, Chinese character, Pinyin prononciation and Calligraphy. Chinese Name "Kimberly" Image by
carriagehouseautoresto.com Name: Kimberly.

Our expert artist uses the traditional Chinese brush calligraphy style, making attractive and elegant Oriental art
that will add an Asian touch of beauty to your home. When the calligrapher finishes creating your artwork, it
is taken to my art mounting workshop in Beijing where a wall scroll is made by hand from a combination of
silk, rice paper, and wood. The wall scroll that Sandy is holding in this picture is a "large size"
single-character wall scroll. Now is a great time to get your name Kimberly or any English name , on a custom
Chinese art scroll or small Chinese symbol painting. Often times the Chinese characters chosen for males
convey manly traits such as strength and power, while the ones chosen for females convey more feminine
traits such as beauty and grace. We have chosen the most common transliteration for your English name.
Professional calligraphers are getting to be hard to find these days. There is some fear that true Chinese
calligraphy may become a lost art in the coming years. Even with the teachings of a top-ranked calligrapher in
China, my calligraphy will never be good enough to sell. In Chinese there are thousands of characters and
many of these character have similar sounds. If you listen to the audio file, you will find that the Chinese
sounds somewhat like your English name. I will leave that to the experts. The above symbols are a
transliteration of your name into Mandarin Chinese. This is the traditionally accepted method to translate
English names into Chinese. Learning to speak it should be a piece of cake, but if you want to learn how to
write it, good luck! Instead of drawing characters by hand, the new generation in China merely type roman
letters into their computer keyboards and pick the character that they want from a list that pops up. The same
calligrapher who gave me those lessons also attracted a crowd of thousands and a TV crew as he created
characters over 6-feet high. Yvonne All of our calligraphy wall scrolls are handmade. After we create your
wall scroll, it takes at least two weeks for air mail delivery from Beijing to you. Allow a few weeks for
delivery. When you select your calligraphy, you'll be taken to another page where you can choose various
custom options. He happens to be ranked as one of the top calligraphers in all of China. He is also one of very
few that would actually attempt such a feat. Check out our Chinese calligraphy tutorial for a beginners lesson
in the basics of writing Chinese calligraphy. We also offer custom wall scrolls in small, medium, and an
even-larger jumbo size. This is done based on sound. We now allow you to customize a Chinese calligraphy
wall scroll or artwork with your own English name translated into Chinese. Kimberly was last searched for by
someone else on Apr 23rd,  Translators therefore pick among these symbols that have the same pronunciation
and choose the ones that have the best meanings. Many art institutes in China are now promoting calligraphy
programs in hopes of keeping this unique form of art alive. The normal rule of thumb is that every syllable in
your English name will equate to one syllable in Chinese. These are great for hanging in your room, birthday
gifts, presents for an adopted child , or souvenirs of a recent trip to Asia.


